A Team Making A Difference, Building Things That Matter

Usage Mission: Deliver vital engineering solutions in collaboration with our partners to secure our Nation, energize the economy and reduce risks from disasters.

Enduring Base Support
Supporting seven Army garrisons and four Air Force bases

Defense Security Cooperation
Supporting defense, diplomacy, and development in 25+ countries

Forward Basing and Posture
Enhancing military readiness for NATO

Medical Facilities
Building facilities that benefit over 250,000 patients annually

School Facilities
Building 26 modern schools for 14,000 students

Missile Defense
Enabling missile defense for Europe
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USACE is globally engaged and regionally aligned

Established in 1775, USACE is the oldest public engineering organization in the United States, supporting U.S. national security interests in Europe since 1945, Africa since 1956, and Israel since 1979.

TALENTED PROFESSIONALS

500+ multi-national employees at 30+ offices in 14 countries with the following core competencies:
- Master Planning
- Multi-discipline Engineering & Design
- Contracting
- Construction Management
- Real Estate

LEVERAGING EXPERTISE

Leveraging expertise from 34,000 USACE professionals worldwide:
- Specialized Engineering & Design
- Specialized Contracting
- Prime Power
- Research & Development
- Geospatial Services
- Water Resources Enterprise
- Emergency Management & Disaster Preparedness

DELIVERING WITH OUR PARTNERS

Maintaining long-standing partnerships with host nations and industry:
- Partnered delivery with host nation governments
- Hiring local national employees
- Contracting with host nation industry

The Europe District leads USACE mission execution in the U.S. European Command (EUCOM) and U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) areas of responsibility.
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